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Abstract: Sulfur oxide (SO2) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) are considered as one of the major air
pollutants in the world today. In addition, high sulfur levels in petroleum distillates can promote the
deactivation of catalysts through poisoning in fluidized catalytic cracking (FCC) during hydrocracking
of the heavy distillates to lighter ones. The presence of high sulfur-containing compounds in the
process streams could cause corrosion of piping and fittings and equipment, thereby damaging the
pipelines and leading to air emissions of sulfur-containing compounds, which are undesirable for
mankind and his environment. In many cases, a large quantity of SOx is released into the atmosphere
when petroleum distillates that contain substantial amount of sulphur-containing compounds are
used as fuel and combust. In this article, a short overview of different desulfurization methods
that are employed to remove sulfur from petroleum distillates is provided. In particular, the review
concentrates on biodesulfurization technique. In addition, this article intends to provide its readers
current status of biodesulfurization (BDS). It critically analyses the trend in the development of the
technology to showcase its strength and weakness that could pave a way for future opportunities.
Approaches that are suitable to remediate sulfur-contaminated environment are discussed as well.
Lastly, speculations on future directions or opportunities that require exploration are provided as a
way of provoking the thoughts of researchers in this field.
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1. Introduction

Energy production is among the most challenging concerns currently. Coal as a fossil fuel plays a
significant part in the energy structure. Combustion of coal containing high sulfur results into emission
of sulphur oxides leading to serious environmental issues, such as acid rain and severe air pollution [1].
The major problem in the refineries today is the refinement of the organic sulphur compounds from
crude oil [2,3]. However, Pyrite has served as a model compound of inorganically bound sulfur in
investigations of desulphurization. It is the main inorganic sulfur compound in high sulfur coal [4].
The world energy share from fossil fuels is still over 82%, even though there is decrease in the fraction
of energy that is obtained from fossil fuels currently [5]. Crude oil naturally occurs in the ground
and they are majorly used as transportation fuels, such as diesel, gasoline, and jet fuels. The qualities
of crude oil are greatly influenced by two properties namely; American Petroleum Institute (API)
gravity and sulfur content and sulfur content [6]. Compounds of Sulfur exist in different forms that
can be categorized into four groups namely: disulfides, mercaptans, thiophenes (THs), and sulfides [6].
There are different significant quantities of sulfur compounds in natural gas [7]. Sulfur compounds are
unwanted in refining process owing to their tendency to catalyst deactivation during processing of
crude oil. They also have poisoning potential and can lead to the corrosion of pumping equipment
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and pipelines [6,8,9]. Furthermore, they also serve as a source of air pollution in the environment [1].
The emission of sulfur dioxide is caused by naturally occurring sulfur compounds that are left behind
in the fuels, which result into the emission of sulfur oxide gases. The reaction of water with these in
the atmosphere form sulfates and acid rain leading to destruction of buildings. It also acidifies soil and
eventually results in destruction of forests and hence the ecosystems [10]. The emission of sulfur has
resulted into related health issues, like heart diseases, asthma, and respiratory illnesses. In addition,
the presence of sulfur compounds in liquid fuels adversely affects vehicles. Sulfur levels in automotive
fuels are responsible for lower efficiency of catalytic converters [6,11].

There are various techniques of reducing sulfur content in transportation fuel currently.
These techniques have been investigated with different levels of achievement. The most commonly
used method is hydrodesulfurization (HDS) [12]. HDS has succeeded in removing aromatic
sulfur-containing compounds such as sulfones, thiolates, thiols and sulfoxides. Despite the extreme
conditions (high temperatures and pressures) that are involved in HDS, some of the sulfur-containing
compounds still remained, resulting in the reduction in quality of the fuel [13]. Therefore, the
HDS method for deep desulphurization is expensive. In addition, some heterocyclic sulfur
containing compounds, such as dibenzothiophene (DBT) and its alkyl substitutes, particularly 4,
6-dimethyldibenzothiophene (4, 6-DMDBT) [14], are recalcitrant to HDS. Dimethyldibenzothiophene
(DMDBT), being the least reactive of sulfur compounds also restricts HDS of petroleum distillates [6].

Other desulphurization techniques that are capable of producing ultra clean fuel are adsorptive
desulfurization (AD), oxidation–extraction desulfurization (OEDS), desulfurization by oxidation
(DO), and biodesulfurization (BDS). Desulpurization by adsorption is the process whereby an active
adsorbent with a large surface area selectively removes the sulfur-containing compound. Oxidative
desulphurization is a chemical reaction that involves the use of oxidizing agents such as; H2O2, H2SO4,
etc. to oxidize sulfur containing compounds to sulfone. Due to the higher polarity of the sulfone
compound, it can be easily extracted from the fuel. BDS has attracted a lot of attention recently
owing to its green processing of fossil fuel. Conversely, the major hindrance to its use is slowness
of the removal process. Recently, there are environmental regulations imposing a stringent limit for
sulfur contents in transportation fuel. This is currently the strongest drive for the removal of sulfur in
transportation fuels. In order to ensure the availability of energy at a lower cost by removing the sulfur
from lower quality feed stocks there is urgent need for new efficient methods of desulphurization. In
this article, different desulphurization techniques under investigation to reduce the sulfur-containing
compounds in transportation fuels and bridge the gaps in these methods are reviewed.

1.1. Effects of Sulfur

Sulfur is toxic to humans, ecologically disastrous, and corrodes infrastructure. The existence of
high sulfur-containing compounds in the process streams could have a lot of damaging effects, which
is dangerous to health. This section presents and discusses the effects of sulfur with respect to mankind
and its environment.

1.1.1. Health

Petroleum-based fuels, such as diesel and gasoline are used by internal combustion engines to
power most automobiles. The emission of particulate matter (PM), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and carbon
monoxide (CO), non-methane hydrocarbons, airborne toxins, and sulfur oxides (SOx) are usually
caused by high temperature in cylinder of incomplete combustion of fuel. Some health issues and
chronic diseases that are associated with exposure to these pollutants can eventually lead to early
death [15].

Particulate matter (PM) is the most dangerous among the vehicle emissions. These categories of
solid and liquid particles, lesser than 2.5 microns in aerodynamic diameter, (PM2.5) can easily infiltrate
into the lungs, stirring up inflammation and oxidative stress. In addition, the continuing exposure to
PM2.5 causes a series of chronic illnesses in adults. These include respiratory infections, aggravation
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of existing asthma, lung cancer, ischemic heart disease, chronic bronchitis, as well as cerebrovascular
disease [16]. Therefore, the reduction of sulfur-containing compounds from transportation fuel is
essential in the petroleum industry. International Agency for Research on Cancer has confirmed that
PM2.5 is a recognized carcinogen, which is mainly caused by diesel exhaust in transportation fuel [17].
Exposure to high concentrations of PM2.5 has been discovered to be connected to increase in hospital
admissions that are related to infections of the respiratory organs [18], stroke, nonfatal heart attacks,
and other acute outcomes [19]. Undesirable effects on reproduction, including reduced birth weight
and increased death of children are also as a result of the emission of PM2.5 [20,21]. New investigation
into the impacts of black carbon on climate gives stronger proof that, if diesel particulate emissions
can be controlled, it will reduce global warming [22]. Over the years, diesel black carbon has been
extensively reduced in carbon dioxide equivalent emission by diesel engine polices in the state of
California [23]. Therefore, the implementation of vehicle emission standards equivalent to Euro 6/VI
for the international fleet would reduce the rate of premature mortality to between 120,000 and 280,000
in 2030 [17] at a worldwide standard.

1.1.2. Environment and Climate

The quality of the air is seriously affected by the pollution emitted by vehicle engines. There is
a release of the sulfur oxides (SOx) and NOx into the atmosphere during the combustion of fuel.
This could form sulfuric acid and nitric acid in the atmosphere when combined with water that
lead to acid rain [5,24,25]. In addition, the release of sulfur-containing compounds in fuels into the
environment leads to environmental concerns, such as water pollution (due to oil spillage) and global
warming [26]. The vehicle manufacturers request for the removal of sulfur-containing compounds from
petroleum, so as to reduce the global emissions of these compounds from vehicles [27]. These emission
control devices are affected since sulfur is intensely adsorbed onto the metal catalysts, which inhibit
the reaction and the adsorption of carbon monoxide, Nitrogen oxide (NOx), and hydrocarbons [28].
Furthermore, production of the oxy-acids of sulfur from combustion products causes the internal
combustion engines parts to corrode [29]. Likewise, compounds of sulfur deactivate the catalysts
that are used in hydrocarbon upgrading. In addition, they add to the formation of sticky deposits in
petroleum products [30]. Therefore, sulfur compounds are unwanted in refining processes and their
removal from petroleum distillates is important to the refineries and for human welfare.

1.2. Effects of Sulphur-Containing Fuels on Economy

Some of the economic impacts of SOx that are emitted due to the incomplete combustion of
high-sulfur fuels have negative impacts on the economy of the nation. The acid rain as a result
of this emission dissolves the calcium carbonate in monuments and buildings that are made with
limestone and marble [31]. Sulfuric acid can cause huge economic losses owing to the occurrence of
metal corrosion in machineries and vehicles in oil plants. Crude oils are refined and extracted by oil
companies at varying levels. However, it is cheaper to refine crude that has lower sulfur content first,
before refining crude with higher concentrations of sulfur. Since this is done the other way round, the oil
reserves with lower sulfur contents would have been used up, leaving only high-sulfur concentrated
crude oil to be used [32]. From estimation, the use of low sulfur fuels would be economically useful
since it will prevent hospital emergencies and thousands of hospital admissions, lost working days,
reduction of agricultural crop, and damage to commercial forest [33].

1.3. Sulphur Content Regulations

The reduction of sulphur content is anticipated to give room for the use of innovative emissions
control methods that will significantly reduce PM emissions from diesel engines. The transformation
started in the European Union and is now taking effect in North America. The need for greener fuels
has made new emission standards to be implemented for automobiles in the United State of America
since 2007 [34]. Nevertheless, there remain numerous reasons for reducing the sulfur content in
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transportation fuel. The substances emitted from by-products of combustion have also been connected
to higher occurrences of bronchitis, lung and heart diseases and trigger asthma symptoms [35,36].
Therefore, in accordance with the international environmental law, sulfur compounds must be
efficiently removed from fuels prior to release into the atmosphere [37,38].

Schedule of Sulfur Regulation for Countries

It is also essential to remove sulfur content since it pollutes the advanced emission control
systems [39]. The advanced emissions control systems have been aimed at furthering the reduction
of PM and NOx. Conversely, as the quantity of sulfur used-up is reduced, they are contaminated by
the sulfur contents and become caked, resulting in poor performance until they become ineffective
and there will be a necessity for total replacement of the control system. This makes the whole less
economical causing several companies to choose less effective systems owing to the foreseen effects of
sulfur pollutants in exhaust gases [38]. The allowable sulfur in diesel fuel was 50 ppm for highway
vehicles since 2005, agreeing with the Euro IV emission regulation [40]. Although, Sweden since 1990
has offered low sulfur diesel, according to the Euro IV regulation, of which low sulfur diesel had
infiltrated almost 100% of the transportation fuel market in 2000. In addition, low aromatic diesel
and zero sulfur have been obtainable since 2003 for use in extremely contaminated and confined
regions [41]. In 2009, new Euro V standard was implemented for clean sulfur diesel (CSD) with a limit
of 10 ppm for both highway and non-highway vehicles. Euro VI was the next standard implemented
in 2013. This standard further restricts NOx and particulate matter missions, but is not affecting sulfur
content directly [41].

The majority of the transportation fuel obtainable in the United States in 2006 attains <15 ppm
CSD limits. Non-highway automobiles such as marine, trains, and off-road vehicles have met the
requirement for <500 ppm clean transportation fuel limit before 2008 and they were mandatory to
attain the CSD requirement in 2012 [42]. Furthermore, in 2003, United States Environmental Protection
Agency (US EPA proposed a reduction of sulfur content in non-road diesel fuel from 3400 ppm to 500
ppm by the end of 2007, while the European Union enforced a policy for reduction of sulfur content in
transportation fuel from 50 ppm to 10 ppm by 2009 [43–45]. Many countries such as, USA, Australia,
New Zealand, Taiwan, Mexico, Singapore, Hong Kong, several Eastern and Central European countries,
and other Asian countries have adopted a reduction in sulfur limits in transportation fuels according
to the enforced policies from individual country [46–52].

In May 2015, the International Council on Clean Transportation (ICCT), in a G20 briefing paper
reviews today’s world-class emission standards, as shown in (Table 1) [53]. In addition, according to
EPA assessments, implementing of the new fuel standards for diesel, the emission of soot or particulate
matter were reduced by 110,000 tons a year, while NOx emissions were decreased by 2.6 million tons
per year [49].

Some countries in Africa are already offering 50 ppm at filling stations. In 2009, Morocco launched
50 ppm diesel to fuel stations, likewise, several fuel stations stated offering 50 ppm by 2010 [54].
Furthermore, in order to reduce environmental pollution in Mauritius, 50 ppm diesel has been
standardized across all of the filling stations since June 2012 [55]. Early in 2006, a report showed that
the South African Department of Minerals and Energy first legislated 50 ppm and since has been
generally available. Although an overview of 10 ppm diesel to all filling stations was expected in
December 2015. Sasol officially introduced 10 ppm diesel at few fuel stations in 2013. South African
government launched South Africa’s Clean Fuels 2 standard, early 2017. This will reduce the allowable
sulphur content to 10ppm and will be available in all the filling stations all over the country [56].
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Table 1. Summarizes today’s world-class emission standards (with permission from ICCT).

Policy Type World-Class Emission Standard

Green Freight

• Heavy-duty vehicles: Measures that promote
real-world, market-based performance
improvements tracked through standardized
and verifiable reporting mechanisms
(e.g., SmartWay in the U.S. and Canada).

Clean, low-sulphur fuel
• 10 to 15 parts per million (ppm) sulphur for

gasoline and diesel fuel plus Euro 6/VI, US Tier
2/HD2010, or equivalent fuel specifications

Fuel economy and CO2 standards

• Passenger vehicles: 95 g CO2/km, or measures
to cut new vehicle fuel consumption by half in
2030 from a 2005 baseline

• Heavy-duty vehicles: Measures to cut new
vehicle fuel consumption by 35% by 2030 from a
2010 baseline.

Tailpipe emissions Standards

• Passenger vehicles: Euro 6 or US Tier 2 *
• Heavy-duty vehicles: Euro VI or US HD2010 *
• In-use compliance programs (inspection and

maintenance, OBD, warranty and recall, etc.)

* Other equivalent standards include Japan PNLTES. Note that we expect US Tier 3 standards and California LEV
III standards are expected. This is to establish a new level of world-class standards for passenger vehicles once they
take effect in 2017 (Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License).

1.4. Existing Technologies for Desulphurization

Desulphurization is the removal or reduction of SO2 level in distillates in order to meet
the required standard. Numerous methods have been employed toward achieving this aim.
Hydrodesulphurization (HDS) is one of the methods that are used to reduce the sulphur-containing
compounds in transportation fuels [57]. Currently, most industries make use of HDS technique for
sulphur removal from petroleum distillates. In the HDS technique, there is the generation of H2S gas,
when a metal catalyst is used along with hydrogen gas (H2) at elevated temperature and pressure
in order to remove sulphur from organo-sulfur compounds in transportation fuels [58]. Although,
this method reduces the amount of sulphur in transportation fuels, however, there are numerous
limitations that discourage its application. These include extreme operation conditions, such as
high temperature and pressure [14,59]. In addition, this method of desulphurization has difficulty
in removing recalcitrant heterocyclic sulphur compounds, such as dibenzothiophene (DBT) and
its alkylated forms, such as 4-methyldibenzothiophene (4-DBT) and 4,6-dimethyldibenzothiophene
(4,6-DBT) [58,60–64].

Currently, the strongest drive for the removal of sulphur in fuels is owing to the environmental
guidelines, which are stringently imposing restrictions for sulphur levels in petroleum distillates. HDS
technique is quite expensive because of the increase in the consumption of hydrogen gas, costly cobalt
molybdenum catalyst, and severe operating conditions. Furthermore, it is difficult to lower the amount
of sulphur in diesel to less than 15 ppm with HDS technique. Therefore, new cost effective methods are
sought throughout the world. Attention has been shifted to biodesulfurization (BDS) as an alternative
method or a complementary process of removing sulphur containing compounds from fuels [65–70].
However, studies to improve the cost-effectiveness of the process are on-going. BDS technology is
the future focus of most researchers throughout the world today because it employs microbes as
bio-catalysts to remove sulphur from compounds that are recalcitrant to HDS [66]. Although, BDS
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has showed lower capital cost of desulphurization over the HDS process, however its low rate of
conversion coupled with difficulties encountered in monitoring the operating conditions of bacteria
growth and desulfurization capabilities hinder its commercial utilization [71]. Better understanding of
the fundamentals that are involved with the microbes and improvement in biotechnological equipment
are recently assisting in improving this challenge. This could pave a way toward the realization of
viable goals of BDS, hence its choice in this article. Chemical structures of organic sulphur compounds
existing in crude oil are presented in Figure 1.Environments 2017, 4, 85  6 of 20 
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1.4.1. Hydrodesulfurization (HDS)

Hydrodesulfurization (HDS) is a process that involves removal of sulfur compounds from the
refined petroleum products with the use of a catalytic chemical process. HDS is a conventional way of
reducing sulfur contents in fuel. This technology has been used since 1933, by which the organo-sulfur
compounds are removed to lower levels by the use of metal catalyst [73]. Easy availability of hydrogen
from catalytic reformers initially stimulated the interest in HDS [5,74]. Usually, the HDS process
involves the conversion of a number of organo-sulfur compounds to H2S and sulfur-free organic
compounds. This can be done through catalytic treatment with hydrogen at elevated pressures,
between 150 and 3000 psi, and elevated temperatures, between 290 and 455 ◦C with the help of metal
catalysts such as CoMo/Al2O3 or NiMo/Al2O3 [75–80]. This traditional HDS catalytic process for
reducing sulfur content involves severe operation conditions, which makes the process expensive.
In refineries, a modified version of the Claus process is used to convert the H2S resulting from HDS
process into elemental sulfur. [81]. The shortcomings of HDS process include: operation at elevated
temperature and pressure, which eventually makes the process expensive and energy intensive. Also,
some of the gas may not be reused again, which results into poor energy efficiency and the generation
of environmental issues. The reactivity order of sulfur compounds from most to least reactive in HDS
is as follows: thiophene > alkylated thiophene > BT > alkylated BT > DBT and MDBT > 4 or 6-MDBT >
4, 6-DMDBT [82]. Conclusively, the shortcomings of the HDS process has disadvantaged its practice,
hence the reason for an alternative process. However, HDS still remains the artwork for desulfurization
in petroleum refining industries.
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1.4.2. Oxidative Desulfurization (ODS)

Oxidative desulphurization involves the oxidation of the sulfur compounds to their corresponding
sulfoxides (1-oxides) and sulfones (1, 1-dioxides). This is contrary to the HDS method where sulfur
compounds are reduced to form H2S. ODS for the reduction of sulphur is carried out at a reduced
temperature (~50 ◦C) and pressure. This makes the process a promising technology [83]. In ODS,
appropriate oxidants are used to oxidize heavy sulfides into thio sulfone forms by the addition of
one or two oxygen atoms to the sulphur, without altering the carbon–sulphur bonds, resulting in
the sulfone and sulfoxide, respectively [84]. There are differences in the polarities of sulfoxides and
sulfones that are produced, and the hydrocarbons of similar structure. Sulfoxides and sulfones are
more polar than hydrocarbon. This difference in polarity enables the removal of the sulfones by the
selective solvent extraction of solid adsorption. Many reagents have been employed as oxidizing
agents. These include hydrogen peroxide [85], organic hydroperoxides [86], and molecular oxygen.
In order to accelerate the oxidation process, the use of catalyst has been introduced owing to the slow
process of oxidation of sulphur compounds that are encountered in the absence of a catalyst. Various
forms of catalysts have been investigated by different researchers [87–89]. Oxidative desulfurization
provides many advantages when compared to the traditional HDS method of desulphurization. It can
be carried out using mild operation conditions of temperature and pressure, and there is no need
for expensive hydrogen. Conversely, the technique involves huge amounts of oxidizing agent and
involves the separation procedure to recover the catalysts. In addition, the reaction suffers from low
selectivity and activity, and therefore an extended reaction time is required.

1.4.3. Adsorption Process

This technique uses adsorbing agents (S-Zorb as they are called) having an affinity to adsorb
sulfur containing compounds. S-Zorb sulfur reduction technique was created by ConocoPhillips to
obtain ultra-low sulphur fuel. ConocoPhillips started operation in 2001 to market S-Zorb department
at Borger refinery in Texas, USA due to a higher rate of production in thousands of barrels per day [90].
The adsorption could be of destructive type or what also could be termed as reactive adsorption, in
which the adsorbed sulphur-containing compound is converted to a hydrocarbon after the stripping of
its sulphur, which is left adsorbed on the adsorbing agent. On the other hand, adsorption could be of
the non-destructive type (physical adsorption) i.e., one in which the chemical quality of the adsorbed
sulphur containing species is preserved. In both cases, the adsorbing agent could be discarded or
regenerated as convenient.

1.4.4. Reactive Adsorption

Reactive adsorption desulphurization involves the chemical reaction between the adsorbent and
the sulfur compounds. The effectiveness of the method is dependent on the adsorbent properties that
include: adsorption capacity, durability, selectivity for sulfur compounds, and adsorbent regeneration.
The adsorbent can be regenerated after the adsorption process by eliminating the adsorbed sulfur
compounds, subject to the method applied [91]. A study was conducted by Velu et al. [92] on adsorbents
that can be regenerated to selectively remove sulfur from fuel for fuel cell application. Authors stated
that desulfurization by adsorption could be a potential approach for many novel processes, such as
IRVAD and Philips S-Zorb processes. A novel S-Zorb process for obtaining ultralow sulphur in
transportation fuel was developed by Conoco Phillips Petroleum Co. in Houston, Texas, in the United
State by reactive adsorption of sulphur heterocyclic compounds using a solid adsorbent at high
temperatures and low hydrogen pressure. This was reported by Phillips Petroleum [93–95]. Reactive
adsorption desulfurization utilizes the benefits of the adsorptive and HDS catalytic desulfurization,
and therefore it is considered as an effective technique for deep desulfurization [96–99]. Transition
metals supported on basic oxides can form an ideal adsorption system for this purpose [83]. Ni
supported on ZnO is the most suggested adsorbent for this process, because ZnO is identified as
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a sulfur-acceptor that is released by sulfided Ni species for the period of regeneration, as well as
hydrogenation co-catalyst of organo-sulfur compounds on the surface of Ni particles [100–102]

1.4.5. Physical Adsorption

Adsorptive desulfurization is the process whereby a solid adsorbent is used to remove a sulfur
containing compound from fuel through physical reaction [91]. In this method, molecules are adsorbed
intact; therefore the chemical characteristics of the sulfur containing compounds in gasoline and diesel
are preserved [103]. Activated carbon and Ni-Al2O3 have been investigated to be good adsorbents for
removal thiophene, sulfide, and mercaptans, at moderate conditions of operation [2]. In this technique
of desulphurization, the adsorption strength for various thiophene compounds are, 4, 6-DMDBT
> DBT > BT > 2-methyl thiophene> thiophene, which is the opposite for the HDS method. This is
mainly because of the low sulfur uptake ability of the adsorbent material when the percentage of
sulfur content in the oil fractions of interest is put into consideration. Another major setback of this
adsorption method is the presence of competitive adsorption of aromatics and olefins, which results in
a decrease in the sulfur uptake by the adsorbent [104–106]. Therefore, studies have suggested the use
of pre-adsorbent for removing larger organo-sulfur molecules. This will enhance the uptake capacity
of the adsorbent used. Two major challenges must be overcome in adsorption desulphurization.
Firstly, high remunerable adsorbents must be developed with a high adsorption capacity for sulphur
compounds. Secondly, adsorbents that selectively adsorb mainly aromatic sulphur compounds that
are recalcitrant to HDS method must be developed over the other aromatic and olefinic compounds
that are present in fuels from HDS units. Biodesulfurization is another newly employed method of
removing sulphur-containing compounds from petroleum distillates.

1.5. Biodesulfurization

Biotechnology is the process whereby microorganisms are used to transform compounds for
particular use. It is a vital instrument that is employed to develop new methods and to provide
breakthroughs in numerous sectors, such as pharmaceutical, food, and agricultural industries [107].
Biodesulfurization makes use of a biological catalyst to remove organo-sulfur from petroleum
distillates. BDS technique results in a low energy cost, minimal generation of unwanted products,
and low emissions of sulfur containing compounds. This is owing to the ability of the biological
catalysts to operate at an ambient temperature and pressure with great capacity to remove sulfur
compounds [108–110].

Petroleum refining is a process that employs physicochemical processes. Nevertheless, owing
to the characteristics of the biotechnological method, it has been used as an alternative, or rather to
complement the advancement of petroleum development in refining processes. Studies have been
carried out on different types of microorganisms at both batch and industrial scales for refining process
application, such as biological demulsification, denitrogenation, demetallation, and enhancement of
oil recovery by microorganism, conversion of heavy crude to light crude, and biological control of
reservoir souring [109–111]. There are still many opportunities to be exploited in this field, even though
various biotransformation processes have been described [112,113].

In BDS, bacteria removes organo-sulfur from petroleum distillates, leaving the carbon chain of the
organo-sulfur compounds undamaged. Therefore BDS has often been used as an alternative method
of desulfurization in place of HDS technique in refineries. The enzyme catalysed reaction method of
removing sulphur from diesel fuel is now widely studied. There has been successful breakthrough in
the use of biodesulfurization in the past 20 years. The first investigations were reported in the between
1950’s and 1960’s [114,115]. BDS removes the recalcitrant sulphur compounds that HDS cannot remove
at low operating conditions of temperature and pressure. Therefore, the choice of enzymes that can use
DBT and other PAHs as sulfur sources in their growth metabolism and transform them into a harmless
compound is essential [114]. In addition, studies have shown that the BDS technique is much cheaper
than the HDS technique [116–118]. It has also been predicted that greenhouse gas emissions may be
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significantly reduced if the BDS process is used. [117]. Thiophenic compounds are used as carbon and
sulphur sources by some of the isolated microorganisms, while some others used metabolized DBTs as
a carbon source and they are converted after different steps of oxidation into a number of compounds
that are soluble in water. However, the microbial growth and DBT oxidation rate could be significantly
inhibited when the water-soluble end products accumulate [119].

1.6. Recent Studies in BDS

Several studies have been carried out on the use of microorganisms for the removal of sulphur
from transportation fuel over the years. Refining processes by conventional methods have been
carried out at an elevated temperature. Therefore, thermophilic BDS is required and could be easily
incorporated into the refining process without cooling the stock to 30 ◦C [120]. Thermophilic BDS
makes the development of crude oil BDS more practicable since it also lowers the viscosity of crude
oil [121]. Currently a review paper was published by Soleimani et al. [122] on BDS of refractory
organo-sulphur compounds in transportation fuels. This paper focuses on the outcomes of the
latest investigation on BDS. A study on the enzymatic oxidation of DBT by horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) step was evaluated by Madeira et al. [123]. The result showed that about 60% of DBT was
transformed into dibenzothiophene sulfoxide (12%) and 46% dibenzothiophene sulfone at an optimum
temperature, DBT concentration, molar ratio (DBT:H2O2), and reaction time of 45 ◦C, 0.267 Mm,
1:20, and 60 min, respectively. Mohebali et al. conducted a BDS study on the removal of DBT from
model oil, using both growth and resting stages of Gordonia lkanivorans (RIPI90A) bacterium, newly
isolated [124]. The result showed that cells that were harvested at the late exponential stage had higher
DBT desulfurizing capacities. Alves et al. [125] investigated on the enzymatic hydrolyzates of recycled
paper sludge as suitable feedstock for BDS by Gordonia alkanivorans strain 1B. The result showed
that, despite the increase in bacterial growth at non-dialyzed hydrolyzate, dialyzed-hydrolyzate
obtained after enzymatic reaction displayed higher DBT desulfurization capacity. The maximum
specific productivity of 2-hydroxybiphenyl (mol g/h) was achieved when 250 M DBT was used up
after four days for dialyzed hydrolyzate. DBT was noticed to be completely consumed when phosphate
and ammonia were added. A further increase in the production of 2-hydroxybiphenyl by 14% was
noticed. Caro et al. [126] studied the BDS capability of aerobic Rhodococcus erythropolis IGTS8
strain on DBT in oil–water emulsions. The result from the investigation showed that there was an
increase in DBT diffusion into the aqueous phase when b-cyclodextrins was added, preventing HBP
accumulation therefore improving the BDS yield. Furthermore, an increase in cell concentrations of
biocatalyst decreased the rate of HBP production. This could be as a result of the limitation to mass
transfer and inhibition effects. Chen et al. [127] investigated the desulphurization ability of bacterium
Mycobacterium sp. ZD-19. The result showed that TH and BTH were completely removed in 10 and
42 h, respectively. Also, about 100% of DBT and 4, 6-DMDBT was removed in 50 and 56 h respectively.
There was reduction in desulfurization efficiency when DBT and 4, 6-DMDBT were mixed together
when compared to when they are desulfurized separately. This may be attributed to the existence of
substrate competitive inhibition when DBT and 4, 6-DMDBT are mixed. The desulfurization activities
of five substrates were found to be in order of 4, 6-DMDBT < DBT < DPS < BTH < TH. Li et al. [128]
studied the removal of DBT in tetradecane using a facultative thermophilic bacterium Mycobacterium
goodii X7B. There was almost a 99% decrease in total sulfur level of DBT at 40 ◦C in 24 h. About 59%
of total sulphur was removed from Liaoning crude oil after 72 h treatment. Various studies of
% sulphur removal from petroleum distillates by BDS techniques are summarized in Table 2 and
Figure 2, at optimum temperatures and DBT concentrations using different microorganisms [124–139].
The microorganisms are abbreviated as follow; Gordonia alkanivorans RIPI90A (GAR 190A), Gordonia
alkanivorans strain 1B (GAS 1B), Rhodococcus erythropolis IGTS8 (RE IGTS8), Mycobacterium sp. ZD-19 (M
sp ZD-19), Mycobacterium goodii X7B (MG X7B), Caldariomyces fumago (CF), Bacillus subtilis WU-S2B (BS
WU-F1), Mycobacterium phlei WU-F1 (MP WU-F1), Rhodococcus sp. strain P32C1 (RS P32C1), Rhodococcus
erythropolis ATCC 53968 (RE ATCC 53968), Mycobacterium sp. X7B (M sp. X7B), Microbacterium strain
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ZD-M2 (MS ZD-M2), Pseudomonas stutzeri UP-1 (PS UP-1), Sphingomonas subarctica T7b (SS T7b),
Bacterium, strain RIPI-22 (SS RIPI-22), Pseudomonas delafieldii R-8 (PD R-8).Environments 2017, 4, 85  10 of 20 
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Table 2. Optimized conditions of biodesulfurization process (Adapted from [6]).

Bacteria Optimum Conditions References

Sulfur Conc. (ppm) Temperatures (oC)
GAR 190A 100 30 [124]

GAS 1B 100 35 [125]
RE IGTS8 100 30 [126]

M sp ZD-19 92 30 [127]
MG X7B 200 40 [128]

CF 1600 25 [129]
BS WU-S2B 100 50 [130]
MP WU-F1 150 [131]
RS P32C1 1000 30 [132]

RE ATCC 53968 184 30 [133]
M sp. X7B 535 45 [134]
MS ZD-M2 36 30 [135]

PS UP-1 500 31 [136]
SS T7b 280 27 [137]

BS RIPI-22 100 30 [138]
PD R-8 591 30 [139]

1.7. Sulphur Degradating/Removal Bacterial Strains

Recently, many bacteria species, such as Arthrobacter, Brevibacterium, Pseudomonas, Gordona,
and Rhodococcus strains, and other related bacteria species have been discovered to be able to transform
DBT or to use it as their only sulfur source for their growth metabolism [140,141]. Rhodococcus strains
are suitable for hydrocarbon metabolism. Many bacteria strains, such as Rhodococcus, Mycobacterium,
and Pseudomonas species have transform organo-sulfur compounds in either of these three ways:
one of three ways: C–S bond cleavage (reductive), C–C bond cleavage (oxidative), and C–S bond
cleavage (oxidative). The latter attacks only the sulfur atom that is leaving the carbon chain intact,
therefore preserving the quality of the fuel. There are a lot of reports on the desulfurizing capability
of Pseudomonas strains through DBT C–C bond cleavage pathway. These results have shown about
90% sulfur removal in 24 h by sulfur metabolising bacteria [142–144]. Dibenzothiophene has been
investigated to be a model compound used in biodesulfurization of fuels.
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Dibenzothiophene (DBT) is the most widely used typical organo-sulphur compound in
biodegradation and biodesulfurization studies [145–149]. Thus far, quite a few investigations have been
carried out with DBT and alkyl-substituted DBTs using ring destructive DBT-degrading bacteria. DBT
and its derivatives account for up to 70% of the sulphur content and they are the main organo-sulphur
compounds in diesel fuel [150]. They are one of the compounds that are persistent and are mostly
found in an oil contaminated environment [151,152]. DBT and its derivatives are refractory to the HDS
method [153], surviving even to deep HDS treatment [154]. Moreover, DBT can be easily manipulated
unlike other substances, because it is not mutagenic, neither is it dangerous to human health [155].

Use of Anaerobic and Aerobic Bacteria in Biodesulfurization

In anaerobic BDS, there is conversion of organic sulfur into hydrogen sulfide, which is later
transformed into a sulfur atom. This process follows for the reductive desulfurization order and may
be of use at the refinery since unwanted end products, such as coloured and gum-forming products,
due to oxidation of hydrocarbons to undesired compounds, such as colored and gum-forming products,
is residual [58]. Several anaerobic strains, such as Desulfovibrio desulfuricans, have demonstrated the
ability to metabolize DBT during such a reductive desulfurization reaction. They also remove organic
sulfur from petroleum feedstocks by reductive C–S bond cleavage (anaerobic BDS) [156]. However,
it is difficult to maintain an anaerobic process [157].

Unlike anaerobic biodesulfurization, desulfurization by aerobic conditions occurs through oxidative
pathways. These produce a water-soluble sulfate that is discarded alongside the unwanted aqueous
phase. Desulfurization can occur in a different way depending on the substances present because the
specificities of different strains differ for different sulfur compounds, and the pathway metabolism is not
restricted to sulfur. This kind of desulfurization, however, comes with an associated carbon lost [158–160].
The sustainability of BDS depends on the selectivity of sulfur over carbon. It is important to harvest
the microorganisms if the carbon metabolism is high, in order to retrieve some of the carbon lost during
desulfurization. Tables 3 and 4 show the efficiency of aerobic cultures in real fuel desulfurization and
desulfurization of alkylated dibenzothiophene with their end products respectively.

Table 3. Comparative characteristics of the efficiency of selected aerobic cultures in real
fuel desulfurization.

Culture Oil Fraction Degree of
Desulphurization % Reference

Gordonia sp. P32C1
(resting cells)

Light diesel fuel after hydrodesulfurization
(303 ppm) 48.5 [132]

Mycobacterium sp. X7B
(resting cells)

Diesel fuel after hydrodesulfurization (535
ppm) 86 [134]

Pseudomonas delafieldii
R_8 (growing cells)

Diesel fuel after hydrodesulfurization (591
ppm) 47 [139]

Gordonia sp. CYKS1
(resting cells)

Middle distillate unit feed (1500 ppm) 70
[161]Light gasoil (3000 ppm) 50

Gordonia sp. SYKS1
(resting cells)

Light gasoil (3000 ppm) not subjected to
hydrodesulphurization 35

[162]
Middle distillate unit feed (1500 ppm) 60

Gordonia sp. SYKS1
(resting cells) Diesel fuel (250 ppm) 76 [163]

Rhodococcus sp. ECRD_1
(growing cells)

Medium fraction of light gasoil after
catalytic cracking (669 ppm) 92 [164]

Rhodococcus erythropolis
I_19 (resting cells)

Medium distillate after
hydrodesulfurization (1850 ppm) 67 [165]

Mycobacterium phlei
WU_0103 (growing cells)

Straight-run light gasoil diluted 12 times
(1000 ppm) 52 [166]

Pseudomonas delafieldii
R_8 (resting cells)

Diesel fuel after hydrodesulfurization (591
ppm) 90.5 [167]
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Table 4. Alkylated DBTs (Cx-DBT) desulfurization by some bacterial strains and their end products.

Bacterium Sulphur Substrate(s) End Product(s) References

Rhodococcus erythropolis
KA2-5-1 Alkylated DBTs (C2-DBTs and C3-DBTs) Corresponding hydroxylated Biphenyls [168]

Rhodococcus erythropolis
H-2

2,8-DMDBT, 4,6-DMDBT Corresponding hydroxylated biphenyl
[169]3,4-Benzo-DBT a-Hydroxy-b-phenylnaphthalene

Bacterial strain RIPI-S81 4-MDBT
2-Hydroxy-3-methylbiphenyl,

[170]2-hydroxy-3-methylbiphenyl
4,6-DMDBT 2-Hydroxydimethylbiphenyl

Mycobacterium sp. G3 4,6-Dibutyl DBT, 4,6-dipentyl DBT;
4,6-DMDBT, 4,6-DEDBT C–S bond cleavage products [171]

Paenibacillus sp. A11-2 Methyl, ethyl, dimethyl, trimethyl and Corresponding hydroxylated [120]
propyl DBTs Biphenyls [141]

Rhodococcus sp. ECRD-1 4,6-DEDBT Hydroxydimethylbiphenyl [172]

2. Issues in Biodesulfurization for Its Industrial Application

Over the years, there have been issues on the industrial application of BDS, although it serves as
a complementary process to hydrodesulfurization. This is due to several challenges that are faced at
both upstream and downsteam processes. One of the major problems hindering the useful application
of BDS in the industries is the high cost of growing bacteria in a culture medium. In view of this, use
of carbon sources that are obtained from industrial agricultural products can serve as alternatives so
as to reduce capital expenses [173,174]. Alves et al. [175] investigated a fructose-rich carbon source
using G. alkanivorans strain 1B to desulfurize sulfur heterocyclic compound in transportation fuel.
The authors reported a higher desulfurizing capability of this strain on BT and DBT when compared
with Rhodococcus erythropolis. The cost of microorganism can be another challenge for application of
BDS in the industry. In other to overcome this challenge, the immobilization of cell has been suggested
to be a feasible solution [176]. The reported technique by Rosenberg et al. [174] was adopted to study
the affinity of Pseudomonas species towards some hydrocarbons. The result obtained indicated that an
increase in adsorption of bacteria onto the hydrocarbon increases the percentage organic phase [176].
Cell immobilization helps in the recovery of biocatalysts after treatment of microorganisms. The partial
challenge that is encountered by BDS through the rate of transfer of sulphur heterocyclic compounds
from oil phase into the microbial cell is also hindered during BDS, which affects the full application of
BDS at industrial scale. Goubin et al. [177] assembled γ-Al2O3 nanosorbents on Pseudomonas delafieldii
R-8 strain. It was shown from the result that adsorption rate was higher when compared to the rate of
BDS. The assembly of the nano-adsorbent enhanced the transfer of the organo-sulfur (DBT) from the
oil phase to the surface of the bacteria.

3. Conclusions and Future Outlook

This review has highlighted that sulphur has severe impacts on human life and its environment.
In this piece, a wide range of conventional and non-conventional methods for the desulfurization
of sulphur-containing petroleum distillates have been presented. Regarding BDS, an in-depth
understanding of how bacteria metabolize sulphur heterocycles requires extensive studies. Based on
this review, the following suggestions need to be considered in the development of a new BDS process.

(i) In depth investigation into the understanding of the various microbial pathways that are involved
in BDS is required towards the optimization and scale-up studies of the process.

(ii) In addition, studies that will explore the combination of BDS with existing methods could
be instrumental to achieving a higher reduction in sulphur-containing compounds in the
petroleum distillates.

(iii) At the same time, the development of new strains or the modification of sulphur degrading
strains via recombinant DNA technology or genetic engineering could be essential to enhancing
the degrading performance of the existing bacteria.
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